Abstract. This paper shows how a new approach to theorem proving by analogy is applicable to real maths problems. This approach works at the level of proof-plans and employs reformulation that goes beyond symbol mapping. The Heine-Borel theorem is a widely known result in mathematics. It is usually stated in R 1 and similar versions are also true in R 2 , in topology, and metric spaces. Its analogical transfer was proposed as a challenge example and could not be solved by previous approaches to theorem proving by analogy. We use a proof-plan of the Heine-Borel theorem in R 1 as a guide in automatically producing a proof-plan of the Heine-Borel theorem in R 2 by analogy-driven proof-plan construction.
Introduction
Theorem proving by analogy has been clearly recognized as a powerful heuristic in mathematical problem solving 16, 18] . In automated and interactive theorem proving, analogy is particularly useful in situations where much search is necessary, e.g., where many proof assumptions or long proof paths are involved. Analogy in automated theorem proving is, however, still a challenging problem 1, 20] .
Previous approaches to theorem proving by analogy had problems with real, complex maths examples because they have been dominated by the idea of mapping symbols of the source theorem to symbols of the target theorem and employing an extended symbol map for transferring single calculus level proof steps of the source proof 3 . Empirical investigations 12], however, have provided evidence that this idea does not appropriately cover the analogies drawn by mathematicians, not even all the analogies in the textbook 5].
In 14] we developed a new approach to theorem proving by analogy and explained why the plan level is an appropriate one for the analogical transfer. As shown in 11] this method can cope with the analogies in the mentioned textbook. In order to prove this approach to be successful, we now show that, unlike other approaches, it is even able to deal with more complicated maths theorems that are considered challenge. Our method can handle a non-trivial Heine-Borel theorem, proposed in 2] as a challenging example for theorem proving by analogy. This example could not be solved by previous approaches to analogy in theorem proving.
The paper is organized as follows: First the new approach is presented. Then we introduce the challenge example and describe its analogy-driven proof-plan construction step by step.
The Approach
Our method transfers proof-plans analogically and incorporates the reformulation of problems and operators that may include abstraction and other reformulations di erent from symbol mapping. For employing the full range of reformulations, the operator representation has to be mainly declarative. Therefore we describe the operators designed for - MKRP 6] . We brie y review how the speci c operators and plans are de ned, introduce reformulation, and discuss the analogy procedure.
Preliminaries
Proof planning operators have been introduced by Bundy 3] . Our planning operators, called methods, are frame-like structures de ned in 7] with pre-and postconditions just as the common planning operators. More speci cally, methods M have the following slots: parameter, preconditions (pre(M)), postcondition (post(M)), constraints, proof schema and procedure. pre(M) is a set of sequents 4 from which the application of the method derives post(M) which is a set of sequents as well. pre(M) and post(M) both are needed for planning.
The constraints are formulated in a meta-language and serve to restrict the search during planning, e.g., restrictions of pre(M), post(M), or of the parameters. The standard program in the slot procedure executes the application of the proof schema. The proof schema is a declarative schematic representation of proofs in the object logic, relying on the Natural Deduction (ND) calculus and on invoking automated theorem provers such as OTTER 10] . The proof schema lines contain a label, a sequent, and a line-justi cation. The line-justi cation consists of the name of an ND-rule, the name of a prover, or LEMMA in case, the sequent is in pre(M). Additionally it may include supporting lines. For instance, 3: `F (IP;2) describes that `F is derived from the sequent in line 2 of the proof schema by the ND-rule IP 5 . An example of a method is 4 Sequents P = ( `F), are pairs of a set of formulas and a formula F in an object language that is extended by meta-variables for functions, relations, formulas, sets of formulas, and terms. 5 The IP rule is a combination of the ND-rules :I and :E that has been proved to be correct. procedure standard schema-interpreter Our methods mainly di er from those in 3] in that the tactic slot is replaced by a declarative proof schema and a procedure interpreting this schema 6 . The intention behind this di erence is to enable reformulations of methods.
A method is veri able if, given pre(M), then the method yields a correct proof of post(M) in case the constraints are satis ed. For verifying a line with an OTTER-call, a time limit is set for OTTER to prove the sequent.
Since maths proofs are constructed top down and bottom up, we consider backward and forward search in proof planning and de ne plan operators to be an f-method or a b-method respectively. f-methods work with their preconditions as input and postcondition as output; b-methods work vice versa. For instance, the method corresponding to the ND-rule^-elimination is a typical f-method, whereas the method^-introduction is a typical b-method. f-and b-methods will be treated di erently by the analogy procedure.
Goals and assumptions are sequents, and a proof-plan is a forest the trees of which consist of sequent nodes and method nodes that satisfy the \link condition": A method node M follows a sequent node g and precedes the sequent nodes g 1 ; : : :;g n if g 2 (post(M)) and (pre(M)) = fg 1 ; : : :;g n g for a substitution of parameters.
Proof planning starts with a goal g and assumptions (;`F i ), where F i are proof-assumptions, axioms, de nitions, or lemmata.The proof planning proceeds by inserting methods and sequents: A b-method follows a goal and yields new (sub)goals as its successors. An f-method precedes assumptions and yields a new preceding assumption. Planning aims at reducing the gap between leaf goals and assumptions. Leaf goals that are not equal to an assumption are called open goals. As soon as a goal g i equals an assumption, the two nodes collapse. Then g i is no longer an open goal but satis ed. The planning terminates if there are no open goals.
The source proof-plans are trees with the source problem at the root, with no open goals, and with veri able methods. For the analogy procedure we use linearized proof-plans ordered by the sequence in which the nodes have been added to the plan. As in 19] justi cation structures, used to encode justi cations for the decision made, annotate the plan nodes. These justi cations capture the subgoaling structure of a plan and point to reasons for the choice, such as application conditions of a method, user-given guidance, or pre-programmed control knowledge. The veri ability of a method is one of the justi cations.
Reformulations are mappings of a proof-plan to a proof-plan which usually but not necessarily preserve the veri ability of methods in the plan. They encode mathematical heuristics on how a proof-plan changes dependent on certain changes of the problem to be proved. Reformulations may insert subplans or replace methods and may change methods, sequents, and justi cations of plan nodes. Reformulations are carried out by meta-methods which are represented by data structures with the slots parameters, application-condition, e ect, program. The purpose of the slots application-condition, e ect is to meta-plan a sequence of reformulations. program executes the reformulation dependent on parameters.
The reformulation Add-Arguments is applied in the example below. It is applicable if a function f is to be mapped to a function f with duplicated arguments in goals, assumptions, justi cations, and methods. It yields additional related changes in the proof schema of e ected methods such as replacing certain subformulas by conjunctions and duplicating certain lines of the proof schema which may also cause the duplication of related preconditions of the method (see 13] for more details). If a method's precondition P became duplicated, then Add-Arguments modi es the structure of the proof-plan by duplicating the subplan that yields the goal/assumption P in the original proof-plan. Even so it might seem that Add-Arguments was designed exactly for the Heine-Borel example or that this particular example was chosen according to the reformulation, this is not the case. Add-Arguments proved to be a fairly frequent and general reformulation that has been used in several examples and was documented in 11, 7] . Moreover, the particular Heine-Borel example was chosen independently in 2].
Analogy-Driven Proof-Plan Construction
The general idea of analogy-driven proof-plan construction is to use the linearized source proof-plan as a guide for constructing an analogous target proof-plan, to reformulate the source plan, and to transfer methods, goals, and assumptions of a reformulated source proof-plan to the target proof-plan. The analogy-driven proof-plan construction is a derivational analogy 4, 19], which has not been used for theorem proving before, extended by reformulation and bidirectional planning.
During the analogical transfer it is checked whether the justi cations from the source node hold for the corresponding node in the target, e.g. whether the application conditions hold in the target. Checking the justi cations makes it possible to consider information that is not available in the source and target problems, but relevant to the proof. This idea goes back to Carbonell's derivational analogy 4], where a decision in the target is made correspondingly to the decision in the source only if the justi cations of the decision hold in the target as well. Thereby the requirement of a semantic justi cation of analogical reasoning 17] can be met.
Our analogy employs reformulation that aims at matching a source goal with a target goal or as many preconditions of a source f-method with target assumptions respectively and that yield corresponding changes of the proofplan. Table 1 shows the top-level procedure of the analogy-driven proof-plan construction. Given a linearized source proof-plan, target assumptions, and a target goal (the rst open goal), the output of the procedure is a target proofplan.
Step 4 is relevant for a planner with backward search only whereas step 5 and 6 apply to the treatment of forward planning. The two branches di er mainly in that aims at matching a source goal to one target goal, whereas is an acceptable reformulation. m is a procedure parameter and indicates the con dence in an analogical transfer despite mising target lemmata.
According to the order of the source plan the rst goal, usually the source problem P S , is chosen. If P S can be reformulated by a such that it matches the target problem P T , then will be applied to the (current) source plan and the method M with post(M) = P S is a candidate for the transfer to the target plan. Another action is taken if the current goal is satis ed in the target already. Then M is super uous in the target and can be skipped. The last option is to replace M by another method M', and this requires base-level planning for M'.
When all methods of the source plan have been visited, then the remaining open goals have to be proved (by base-level planning). This situation is similar to human theorem proving by analogy that usually leaves new details to prove.
The argument that every new example would need a new reformulation did not prove to be true during experiments with the analogy procedure. In fact, few normalizing and abstracting reformulations were used and most often Symbol-Mapping, Term-Mapping, and Add-Arguments were used (see 11, 15] ). This claim needs, however, further experience and evaluation. Figure 1 shows the complex proof-plan for HB1 which, in fact, yields a proof of HB1 when executed. One of its (veri able) methods, method-111, is shown below. This example has been proceeded detail in 13]. Here we cannot go into detail and just explain the bottom line.
Proving HB2 by Analogy
The lemmata of HB1 L1, L2, L6, L8, L10, L12, L13, L14, L17 are potential lemmata for HB2 as well because they contain only symbols not speci c for R 1 . m is set to a large number because many lemmata are missing for HB2.
The reformulations are assisted by a user-supplied connection-table CT, which contains connections of the kinds, ( -,-] -,-,-,-] ), (clsdint clsdrect), and (R 1 R 2 ). (Here -,-] is written for x; y: x; y] and -,-,-,-] for x; y z; w x; y; z; w]). In our example the association ?; ?] ?; ?; ?; ?] also points to an association of the pair (x; y) with the two pairs (x; y)(z; w).
CT restricts the search for reformulations and reduces the number of parameters that have to be instantiated to be able to prove suggested target lemmata after the analogy procedure. CT is a permanent connection table, which contains information for an area of mathematics, and can be used for other analogy problems as well. Not surprisingly, CT may carry semantic information which often is important for the support of analogical transfer in mathematics. In fact, the association of (x; y) with (x; y); (z; w) is a semantic information.
The source proof-plan is reformulated stepwise along with a step by step transfer of methods and remains a parameter since no lemma to match L7 or L9 is given in the target. No reformulation takes place. Checking the justi cations of method-2' we nd that method-2' is not veri able because line2'-5 is not. In order to establish the justi cation method-2' is decomposed into a plan consisting of the veri able method-21' with post(method-2') = post(method-21'), the subgoal g' 5a which is in pre(method-2'), and a not veri able method-22' with post(method-22') = g' 5a . method-21' can be transferred and g' 5a remains an open goal. 
The Resulting HB2 Proof Plan
The analogy procedure yields the copy of the source plan, shown in Figure 2 , with reformulated goals, assumptions and methods proved to be veri able. The target plan for HB2 looks like that for HB1 except that some new lemmata L3 0 : : : replace L3 : : : and all methods but method-2 are replaced by the corresponding reformulated methods. method-2 is replaced by its reformulated submethod method-21'.
Actually this proof-plan has been produced by interactively choosing the reformulations but applying it automatically. The analogy procedure suggests as open goals the lemmata L3', L4', L5', L7', L9', L11', L17', Nit2, CIA', IA', and g 0 5a which are left to be proved in the target.
Conclusion and Related Work
The presented analogy method was developed independently from the HeineBorel example by learning lessons from the analogy examples in the standard textbook 5]. Solving the Heine-Borel analogy shows that substantial progress has been made by the analogy-driven proof-plan construction because it is able to cope with complicated real maths examples.
Our approach advances ideas of previous systems for theorem proving by analogy and of derivational analogy 4, 19] . The power of the analogy procedure partially stems from the supplied source proof-plan which guides the search for target subplans. Besides, the reformulation contributes to the strength of the analogy procedure. The remaining open goals have to be satis ed by base-level proof planning. Hence, in order for the analogy procedure to succeed, it has to be embedded into a problem solver (proof planner) which is a good idea for analogy methods ins general.
More techniques for automatically modifying the target methods are required such as abduction or "debugging" 2] which automatically provides additional preconditions in order to verify target methods and which has handled the proof of some di cult mathematical theorems. As also recognized in 8] 9 and 9] more frequently needed reformulations have to be found. 
